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ABSTRACT
Locating software components which are responsible for ob-
served failures is the most expensive, error-prone phase in
the software development life cycle. Automated diagnosis of
software faults can improve the efficiency of the debugging
process, and is therefore an important process for the de-
velopment of dependable software. In this paper we present
a toolset for automatic fault localization, dubbed Zoltar,
which hosts a range of spectrum-based fault localization
techniques featuring Barinel, our latest algorithm. The
toolset provides the infrastructure to automatically instru-
ment the source code of software programs to produce run-
time data, which is subsequently analyzed to return a ranked
list of diagnosis candidates. Aimed at total automation (e.g.,
for runtime fault diagnosis), Zoltar has the capability of in-
strumenting the program under analysis with fault screeners
as a run-time replacement for design-time test oracles.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software engineering]: testing and debugging—
debugging aids, diagnostics.

General Terms
Reliability, Experimentation.

1. FAULT LOCALIZATION
An important part of diagnosis and repair consists in lo-

calizing faults. Several tools for automated debugging/di-
agnosis implement an approach to fault localization based
on an analysis of the differences in abstraction of program
traces (aka program spectra [4]) for passed and failed runs.
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Passed runs are executions of a program that behaved as ex-
pected, whereas failed runs are executions in which an error
was observed.

A program spectrum is a collection of data that provides a
specific view on the dynamic behavior of software. This data
is collected at run-time, and typically consist of a number of
counters or flags for the different parts of a program. Many
different forms of program spectra exist [4], some of which
are supported by the Zoltar toolset [5] (such as spectra for
basic block hits, function hits, def-use pairs).

Error detection is a prerequisite for fault localization. We
must know that something is wrong before trying to lo-
cate the responsible fault. Failures constitute a rudimen-
tary form of error detection, but many errors remain latent
and never lead to a failure. Test oracles can provide error
detection at the development stage. An example of an oper-
ational stage technique that increases the number of errors
that can be detected is program instrumentation with in-
variants such as checks on null pointers and array bounds
checking. The Zoltar toolset supports instrumenting fault
screeners [1], which are generic program invariants that are
trained to be application specific.

The hit spectra of N runs constitute a binary N × M
activity matrix A, whose columns correspond to M different
parts of the program. The information in which runs an
error was detected constitutes another column vector e, the
error vector. The pair (A, e) serves as input for spectrum-
based fault localization approaches.

Two approaches to fault localization that take (A, e) as
their only input are supported by the Zoltar toolset. The
first is based on statistics. Under the assumption that a
high similarity to the error vector e indicates a high proba-
bility that the corresponding parts of the software cause the
detected errors, the calculated similarity coefficients rank
the parts of the program with respect to their likelihood of
containing the faults. The best performing coefficient is the
Ochiai coefficient [2] and is used by Zoltar by default. How-
ever, the tool set also provides several other coefficients [2],
such as the Tarantula coefficient [6].

The second, distinguishing, approach implemented in the
Zoltar toolset is a reasoning method, dubbed Barinel [3].
Barinel is a spectrum-based, logic reasoning approach to
fault localization, and is able to deduce multiple-fault candi-
dates. It returns a ranked list of diagnosis candidates based
on a posterior probability. The ranked list of multiple-fault
diagnosis candidates is subsequently translated to the or-
dered listing of program locations, similar to the statisti-
cal techniques. The Barinel approach has been shown to



outperform the coefficient-based methods, even with single-
fault cases [3].

Spectrum-based fault localization techniques, such as the
ones provided by the Zoltar toolset, do not rely on a model of
the system under investigation, and can easily be integrated
with existing testing procedures. Due to the relatively small
overhead with respect to CPU time and memory require-
ments, they lend itself well for application within resource-
constrained environments. Research has shown that for small
programs (O(100) lines) 5−20% of the code remains to be in-
spected [2]. However, for large programs this fraction drops
to less than a percent [3], making these techniques an inter-
esting debugging aid.

2. ZOLTAR TOOLSET
The Zoltar toolset provides a blackbox method involving

three phases: (1) instrumentation, (2) data gathering, and
(3) data analysis.

With respect to the instrumentation phase, a program un-
der analysis is instrumented using the LLVM [7] framework.
The instrumentation phase also allows partial instrumenta-
tion of the program, in order to reduce run-time overhead
(see Figure 1 for an overview on the instrumentation phase).
The resulting instrumented executable has the same func-
tionality as the original plus functionality to generate spec-
trum information of runtime behavior. Additionally, vari-
ables in the program can be instrumented to train program
invariants, enabling automatic error detection.

Figure 1: Instrumentation Phase

Running the instrumented program on test inputs results
in the gathering of runtime data, which consists of the pro-
gram spectra of different runs. This data is extended with
the pass/fail status of each run, which can be either set
manually, or generated automatically using automatic error
detection. We have measured the run-time overhead to be
5% on average on our experiments with the Siemens bench-
mark set of programs [2].

The gathered data is essentially the pair (A, e) to be used
as input for the fault localization techniques. This results
in a ranking of fault locations, where the top rankings con-
sists of locations most likely to contain the fault. The tech-
niques provided by the Zoltar toolset are of low complexity
(e.g., the Barinel technique, the most expensive technique
in the toolset, takes 41s to yield the diagnostic ranking for
a 10KLOC-program). Refer to [3] for a detailed comparison
of the techniques provided by Zoltar. Moreover, Zoltar pro-
vides tools to instrument a program, examine the program
spectra, edit the program invariants of the instrumented pro-
gram, and to visualize diagnostic results within the original
source code (see [5] for detailed info).

3. RELATED WORK
Automatic software fault localization has been an active

area of research for the past years, and several tools are pub-
licly available. Similar to the Zoltar toolset, the following
techniques do not use any prior knowledge of the system to
produce the set of diagnosis candidates. Sober [9] and the
Cooperative bug isolation [8] are statistical debugging tool
which analysis traces fingerprints and produces a ranking of
predicates by contrasting the evaluation bias of each predi-
cate in failing cases against those in passing cases. Delta
Debugging [11] compares the program states of a failing
and a passing run, and actively searches for failure-inducing
circumstances in the differences between these states. The
Tarantula tool [6] is a statistics-based technique that takes
as input abstraction of program traces and computes a list
of diagnosis candidates. The Tarantula technique is also
provided by the Zoltar toolset.

Although some other approaches to fault localization ex-
ist, such as model-based approaches [10], we refrain from
discussing them here because (1) space constraints, and (2)
as opposed to our diagnostic tool and the other approaches
described in the previous paragraph, these approaches take
not only observations, but also use previous knowledge of
the program (e.g., a model) to reason over observed failures.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes Zoltar, a toolset for automatic soft-

ware fault localization. The toolset as well as a comprehen-
sive tutorial can be obtained from www.fdir.org/zoltar.
Furthermore, refer to [3] for detailed information on the fea-
turing technique provided by our toolset.

Adding a new techniques to the toolset is straightforward
due to the design of the toolset [5], and that would provide
researchers a common ground to compare their approaches.
We plan to add other techniques to the toolset.
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APPENDIX
A. TOOL PRESENTATION

To illustrate the fault localization process using the Zoltar
toolset, and more specifically the Barinel approach, we
consider three different programs, and we investigate var-
ious types of bugs. First, we consider a small thread-based
program with two mutex related bugs. This illustrates the
basic concepts and show the value of the toolset for this
rather difficult to debug but common kind of fault. Sec-
ond, we investigate two problems in mplayer, a program of
realistic size. In particular, we investigate a GUI related
bug and a problem which is caused due to corrupted input
data. Finally, we investigate a fault multiplicity of five in
the well-known space program.

A.1 textVal
Consider the example textVal program of which the pseudo-

code is given in Figure 2. It calculates a value based on the
number of occurrences of different types of characters within
a text. For demonstration purposes this program is delib-
erately created using three separate threads, each scanning
for a different type of character and incrementing a shared
value.

/∗ shared data ∗/
int va l ;

/∗ funct ion for updating va l ∗/
void updateVal ( int d) {

int tmp = val ;
tmp += d ;
va l = tmp ;

}

/∗ thread for reading l e t t e r s ∗/
void ∗ r eadLet t e r s (void ∗ bu f f e r ) {

// whi le not at end of bu f f e r
// i f current character i s l e t t e r

// lock mutex
updateVal ( 1 ) ;
// unlock mutex

}

/∗ thread for reading d i g i t s ∗/
void ∗ r eadDig i t s (void ∗ bu f f e r ) {

// whi le not at end of bu f f e r
// i f current character i s d i g i t

updateVal ( 2 ) ;
}

/∗ thread for reading other characters ∗/
void ∗ readOther (void ∗ bu f f e r ) {

// whi le not at end of bu f f e r
// i f current character i s non alphanumeric

// lock mutex
updateVal ( 1 0 ) ;

}

Figure 2: Pseudo code for the textVal program.

Two bugs related to mutual exclusion are introduced. The
critical section of this code is at the updateVal function,
which adds the value of its argument to the shared value
containing the result of the program. The thread that is
responsible for reading letters of the alphabet, running the
readLetters function, correctly locks and unlocks the mu-
tex. However, it is assumed that other threads do the same,
which is not always the case and which in practice results

in difficult to find bugs. In this case, the thread that scans
for digits (readDigits) does not lock and unlock the mutex,
which results in a critical section that is not exclusively exe-
cuted by one thread at a time. If the first threads reads the
shared value and the second thread reads the same value
before the first thread has written a value back, then in-
formation is lost and the resulting value will be lower than
expected.

The second introduced bug in this code is located in the
third thread, which scans for special characters. This thread
does lock the mutex, but does not release the exclusive right
to the critical section, resulting in a situation in which the
first thread waits forever for the mutex to become unlocked.

Instrumentation is performed on LLVM bytecode, which
is obtained using the LLVM gcc frontend. An overview of
instrumentation passes is given in Table 1. Some instrument
the program to generate different kinds of program spectra,
others instrument variables within the program for train-
ing program invariants to enable automatic error detection.
Additionally, the Zoltar toolset provides instrumentation for
protecting the part of memory in which the program spectra
and invariant data are stored.

pass name description
-spfunction function level spectrum generation
-spbasicblock basic block level spectrum generation
-spdefuse spectrum generation of def-use pairs
-invstore memory store value invariants
-invload memory load value invariants
-invfunctiontimer function execution time invariant
-invloopcount loop iteration count invariant
-memprotection protection of instrumentation data
-mainbypass bypass of main and exit functions

Table 1: Overview of instrumentation passes.

Using Zoltar’s instrument tool the textVal program is
instrumented to generate a program spectrum on the basic
block level and to be able to train function timer invariants
using the following commands:

# llvm-gcc -emit-llvm -g -c textVal.c -o textVal.bc

# instrument -f -invfunctiontimer -spbasicblock \

> -memprotection -bypassmain textVal.bc -o textVal.ibc

# llc -f textVal.ibc -o textVal.s

# gcc textVal.s -o textVal -lpthread -linstrument

expected textVal
test file input output output
test1.in "abcdefghij" 10 10
test2.in "0123456789" 20 20
test3.in "A0B1C2D3E4" 15 15
test4.in large text only 1040 1040
test5.in large text and digits 920 < 920
test6.in ".=+-#" 50 hangs

Table 2: Test suite for the textVal program with in-
formation on the number of letters, digits and other
characters.

Data is gathered by running the instrumented program
on available test inputs. Table 2 shows the test suite that is
available for this program. The input, or a description of the



input, is given together with the expected output and the
actual output of the program. By just running the instru-
mented program on the first four test inputs, (which result
in normal perceived behavior of the program) the function
timer invariants are trained. These trained ranges are then
stretched to allow inputs of larger scale (the function exe-
cution time is input related). The instrumented program
is then set from training mode to test mode, which enables
the automatic error detection. The fifth test input returns
a value lower than the expected value. The sixth test input
causes the function timer invariant to trigger an error, be-
cause one of the functions keeps waiting for the mutex to
become unlocked. The data gathering process results in the
pair (A, e) of which a simplified1 version is shown in Figure 3.
Block 1 corresponds to the basic block within the updateVal
function, Block 2 to 4 correspond to the basic blocks within
the if statements of the three thread functions.

block
test file 1 2 3 4 error
test1.in 1 1 0 0 0
test2.in 1 0 1 0 0
test3.in 1 1 1 0 0
test4.in 1 1 0 0 0
test5.in 1 1 1 0 1
test6.in 1 1 0 1 1

Figure 3: Simplified (A, e) for the textVal program.

The resulting run-time data of the test runs is stored in
a separate file. This file is created after the first run and is
incrementally updated at every next run. This is illustrated
in Figure 4. The data file contains program spectrum in-
formation, invariant data and the operating mode of the
instrumented program, among other things.

Figure 4: Zoltar data gathering workflow.

Two tools are provided for the data analysis. The zoltar

tool is created to work in a console environment. This en-
ables it to be used in many environments, including a remote
shell. The zoltar tool provides an interface for the data file,
can give a summary of the instrumentation of the program,
is able to show spectrum data for each instrumented spec-
trum, can alter the pass/fail status of each run, calculates
1Other basic blocks are either never executed or always ex-
ecuted or are not represented in the pseudo code given in
Figure 2.

SFL/Barinel results and offers invariant tweaking options.
By default the zoltar tool is started with a menu based
interface.

An intuitive visualization is achieved with the xzoltar

tool, which shows a graphical representation of the ranked
list returned by the underlying diagnostic approach, where
each line is color coded. A red line indicates that it is likely
to be the location of the fault. A green line indicates that
it has little correlation with the failure. Next to the tab
for the ranked list there is a separate tab for each instru-
mented source file. In these files the lines which are present
in the ranking have the same coloring. This simplifies the
process of locating areas of interest in each file and to view
the surrounding code, which gives some context of why the
specified location would possibly be at fault. A screenshot
of the resulting ranking of basic blocks of the textVal case,
using the Barinel approach, is given in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Visualization of Barinel ranking of the
textVal case.

Figure 6: Source code location of the first textVal
bug.

Figure 6 shows the source code context of the highest
ranking location. The indicated location is indeed the lo-
cation of one of the bugs (the mutex is locked but not un-
locked). After this bug is fixed, the tests can be repeated,
resulting in another (A, e) which results in another Barinel
ranking. The part of the source code with the highest rank-



Figure 7: Source code location of the second textVal
bug after fixing the first bug.

ing location, after the first fault was fixed, is shown in Figure
7. This is the basic block in which the locking and unlocking
of the mutex is neglected.

A.2 mplayer
To test the toolset on a more realistically sized program,

we have instrumented mplayer2, which totals around 650,000
LOC. We investigate two cases of unexpected behavior using
mplayer version 1.0rc2:

1. When using a GUI and changing the position of the
volume slider while the balance slider is not at center,
the position of the balance slider changes as well.

2. Using a particular .avi video file as input, changing the
position in the file beyond some point causes the video
to end immediately.

Instrumenting a complete program is not always practi-
cal or can become inefficient. Instrumented code could slow
down execution, depending on the program and the kind
of instrumentation. For example, a program that writes
to memory intensively could suffer slowdown when instru-
mented with store invariants and memory protection. To
overcome this problem and to be able to investigate cer-
tain parts of the program (as a result of previous tests), the
Zoltar toolset enables partial instrumentation of a program.

In the case of mplayer the core of the program together
with the gui and demux libraries were instrumented on the
basic block level together with memory protection and store
invariants. In total, approximately 100 kLOC of the 650
kLOC was instrumented. This resulted in an instrumented
movie player executable of which a slowdown of performance
was barely noticeable, i.e., playing videos on the instru-
mented version showed little difference compared to the orig-
inal version.

The code responsible for the first behavior was located by
testing the instrumented executable with six different user
inputs. Two test inputs caused the peculiar behavior and
thus resulted in a failing run. The remaining four tests in-
volved changing one or both of the sliders without the be-
havior appearing to the user, or not changing the sliders
at all. Running the xzoltar tool afterwards resulted in a

2mplayer is a free and open source movie player able to run
from command line but also supporting optional GUIs

ranking of basic blocks, the relevant of which are distributed
over just 4 of the instrumented 132 files. One basic block
at the top of the Barinel ranking is involved in handling
the event of a changing value for the balance. In the follow-
ing statements, also executed for a volume change event, the
values for volume of the left and right channel are calculated
from the values of the volume and balance. This is shown in
Figure 8. The next ranked basic block, located in another
file, involves the reverse calculation, where the value for the
balance is calculated from the volume values of the left and
right channel. This value is then represented by the bal-
ance slider in the user interface. A fault in this part of the
code results in the strange behavior of the balance slider.
This part of the code is shown in Figure 9. The top rank-
ing locations are all related to changing the balance. The
Zoltar toolset allows users without detailed information of
the source code of mplayer to localize the cause of certain
behavior. This can be very useful in the testing process of
large software projects.

Figure 8: Relevant part of the source code of the
mplayer GUI behavior.

Figure 9: Related source code ranked next explain-
ing the GUI behavior further.

The second issue of mplayer is caused by a particular in-
put. During the tests only one of the available test input
videos resulted in the inability to jump to a location further



in the file. By training the instrumented program with nor-
mal behavior (jumping to various locations in other input
files that cause no abrupt ending) we were able to create
program-specific invariants. During the operational phase
we used the problematic file as input, which caused an in-
variant violation and resulted in a recorded failed run. In
total there were ten passed runs during training and four
failed runs in the operational stage. After the data gath-
ering process Barinel resulted in a ranked list shown in
Figure 10. Five files of the 132 instrumented files are in
the top five ranking (different basic blocks can get the same
score, when they are executed consecutively in all tests). All
locations are related to the seeking of a video file. The top
three locations are small pieces of code which call a seek
function or are the result of seeking until the end of the file.
These locations can be quickly inspected.

Figure 10: Ranked list of the basic blocks related to
the second mplayer behavior.

More interesting are the locations at rank 5 (shown in Fig-
ure 11), belonging to a function in demuxer.c and a function
in demux_avi.c. After investigating the latter, it becomes
clear that an input video is used, which contains only the
first few video key frame indices, but lacks the rest. In
this part of the code, the program continues to skip frames
until a video key frame is found, or the end of the file is
reached. In the case of the input file in the test this results
in abrupt ending of the video. Without detailed knowledge
of the sources, we were able to find the location responsible
for handling the data error. Search effort was limited to only
a limited amount of source code locations.

The described mplayer cases show that the Zoltar toolset
is also suitable for analyzing behavior of large programs.
Furthermore, it shows that the toolset could be useful for
localizing the type of bugs that show up as user interface
inconsistencies as well as localizing pieces of code contribut-
ing to certain behavior when the bug is actually in the input
data itself.

A.3 space
The space program is an interpreter for an array defini-

tion language (ADL), which was developed for the Euro-
pean Space Agency. This C program totals just over 6,000
LOC and there are 38 known faults. The space benchmark
package provides 1,000 test suites that consist of a random
selection of (on average) 150 test cases out of 13,585 and

Figure 11: Relevant basic blocks ranked somewhat
lower.

guarantees that each branch of the program is executed by
at least 30 test cases.

To show the performance of Barinel on multiple faults
we combined five known faults into one source file and we
run a randomly chosen test suite (of the 1,000) to obtain
a ranking of fault locations. These fault locations are at
the statement level, which is more fine-grained that the ba-
sic block level discussed previously. Figure 12 shows the
location of the fault (line 3,237) that scored highest in the
ranking. It is shown in position 67 in the list (of the 6,218),
however the actual score returned from Barinel is second
in rank, and the first locations that are ranked first are dis-
tributed in only four functions and form larger blocks of
statements. This leads to less investigation effort than the
67th place in the ranking suggests.

Figure 12: Location of the first of five bugs present
in space.

When the first bug was fixed, the tests were run again and
this still resulted in some failures, yielding another ranked
list of locations. The actual fault scoring highest in this case
is at position 73 in the ranked list, but, similar as in the first
case, only four larger blocks of code need investigation before
getting to the fault location.

Fixing this bug and running the tests for the third time
resulted in two of the faults sharing the highest ranking score



in the list. Line 5,201 and line 5,516 were located within the
five larger blocks of code in the highest ranking, which sum
up to 113 of the 6,218 executable lines of code.

Finally, after fixing the previous two bugs, the bug in line
2,469 appeared in the third ranking block of code. The
location in the code is shown in Figure 13. It would in
fact be the twenty-eighth line to investigate, if all lines were
investigated in order of appearance in the ranked list. The
lines are less red in this result, because the line that ranked
first scored rather high in comparison (0.74 vs. 0.47).

Figure 13: Location of the last bug in space.

Zoltar was shown to be able to handle multiple-fault sce-
narios, aiding in the debugging of each fault separately. Af-
ter a bug has been fixed, the number of failing runs will
typically be reduced, which results in another input matrix
and a new ranking to help locate another fault. Little effort
was needed to investigate the limited amount of code in the
top ranking, since the fault resided in the top 5 blocks of
code in each of the discussed rounds of debugging.

A.4 Tool maturity and availability
Currently, the Zoltar toolset is at a beta stage. The de-

velopers package can be downloaded from

http://www.fdir.org/zoltar

It is currently only tested on a Linux environment. Zoltar
depends heavily on the LLVM framework and as a result
languages that are supported by Zoltar are the languages
supported by the LLVM frontend, although only C sources
are currently tested. A tutorial is made available to get ac-
quainted with the toolset, which can be downloaded from
the same site. The Zoltar toolset can easily be extended by
adding new program instrumentations or other spectrum-
based calculations for returning a ranked list of fault loca-
tions.


